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A puddle core wall extends the whole length of the dam, being 6 feet wide at the bottom of the trench, which averages about 20 feet below the surface of the ground, averages about 16 feet wide at the surface of the ground, and is 6 feet wide at a point 4 feet below the top of the dam.
This puddle core is to be a mixture of clay and the gravelly sand such as found in the gravel stratum (all of the gravel to be such as will pass through a 2 inch ring), in about equal proportions. These two kinds of materials will be spread in alternate courses about 3 inches thick. The clay courses will be harrowed sufficiently to pulverize the hard clods, using a disc harrow, or such other machine as may be satisfactory to the engineer. A gravel course will then be laid and this harrowed until it is thoroughly incorporated and mixed with the clay. It shall then be wet down and allowed to stand until it is in a proper condition for compacting, when it shall be rolled thoroughly, to the satisfaction of the engineer, with a grooved roller weighing not less than 150 pounds to the lineal indh along the axis of the roller.
On this shall then be laid another 3 inch layer of clay, which shall be pulverized by harrowing, to be followed by a 3 inch layer of gravel, harrowed, wet down and rolled, as before described, and so on. If, in the opinion of the engineer, it is deemed advisable, or desirable, the clay for the puddle shall be pulverized dry before it is spread on the dam.
The above describes, in a general way, the amount of work which will be required to be done on the puddle core of the dam, but the particular operations are made subject to any changes which the engineer may choose to make, in the interest of a more effectual mixing or compacting of the materials. The general drawings show the probable depth to which the puddle wall will be carried, but the depth shown is not to be considered as exact nor final, as it may be varied according to the character of the ground developed by the excavation.
All that part of the darn on the up-stream side of the core wall shall be made of such clay material as the engineer may select from that overlying the gravel stratum in the immediate vicinity below the dam. It is thought that at least half of this overlying clay is suitable for this purpose. It shall be thoroughly incorporated with the upper clay underlying the dam by first plowing up the surface, after the top soil has been removed, and rolling down again as described below. This plowed upper surface, and also the clay fill, shall be pulverized in courses not over 6 inches thick, by harrowing or rolling, or both, before wetting down. It shall then be wet down thoroughly and allowed to stand until it is in a proper condition for most effectual compacting. It shall then be rolled to the satisfaction of the engineer, and in accordance with his directions, with a

